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Of all building types, the skyscraper strikes observers as the most modern, in terms not only of height but also of boldness, scale, ingenuity, and daring. As a phenomenon
born in late nineteenth-century America, it quickly became emblematic of New York, Chicago, and other major cities. Previous studies of these structures have tended to
foreground examples of more evincing modernist approaches, while those with styles reminiscent of the great Gothic cathedrals of Europe were initially disparaged as being
antimodernist or were simply unacknowledged. Skyscraper Gothic brings together a group of renowned scholars to address the medievalist skyscraper—from flying
buttresses to dizzying spires; from the Chicago Tribune Tower to the Woolworth Building in Manhattan. Drawing on archival evidence and period texts to uncover the ways
in which patrons and architects came to understand the Gothic as a historic style, the authors explore what the appearance of Gothic forms on radically new buildings meant
urbanistically, architecturally, and socially, not only for those who were involved in the actual conceptualization and execution of the projects but also for the critics and the
general public who saw the buildings take shape. Contributors: Lisa Reilly on the Gothic skyscraper ● Kevin Murphy on the Trinity and U.S. Realty Buildings ● Gail Fenske
on the Woolworth Building ● Joanna Merwood-Salisbury on the Chicago School ● Katherine M. Solomonson on the Tribune Tower ● Carrie Albee on Atlanta City Hall ●
Anke Koeth on the Cathedral of Learning ● Christine G. O'Malley on the American Radiator Building
A vibrant history of acoustical technology and aural culture in early-twentieth-century America. In this history of aural culture in early-twentieth-century America, Emily
Thompson charts dramatic transformations in what people heard and how they listened. What they heard was a new kind of sound that was the product of modern
technology. They listened as newly critical consumers of aural commodities. By examining the technologies that produced this sound, as well as the culture that
enthusiastically consumed it, Thompson recovers a lost dimension of the Machine Age and deepens our understanding of the experience of change that characterized the
era. Reverberation equations, sound meters, microphones, and acoustical tiles were deployed in places as varied as Boston's Symphony Hall, New York's office
skyscrapers, and the soundstages of Hollywood. The control provided by these technologies, however, was applied in ways that denied the particularity of place, and the
diverse spaces of modern America began to sound alike as a universal new sound predominated. Although this sound—clear, direct, efficient, and nonreverberant—had little to
say about the physical spaces in which it was produced, it speaks volumes about the culture that created it. By listening to it, Thompson constructs a compelling new
account of the experience of modernity in America.
The Manhattan skyline is one of the great wonders of the modern world. But how and why did it form? Much has been written about the city's architecture and its general
history, but little work has explored the economic forces that created the skyline. In Building the Skyline, Jason Barr chronicles the economic history of the Manhattan
skyline. In the process, he debunks some widely held misconceptions about the city's history. Starting with Manhattan's natural and geological history, Barr moves on to
how these formations influenced early land use and the development of neighborhoods, including the dense tenement neighborhoods of Five Points and the Lower East Side,
and how these early decisions eventually impacted the location of skyscrapers built during the Skyscraper Revolution at the end of the 19th century. Barr then explores the
economic history of skyscrapers and the skyline, investigating the reasons for their heights, frequencies, locations, and shapes. He discusses why skyscrapers emerged
downtown and why they appeared three miles to the north in midtown-but not in between the two areas. Contrary to popular belief, this was not due to the depths of
Manhattan's bedrock, nor the presence of Grand Central Station. Rather, midtown's emergence was a response to the economic and demographic forces that were taking
place north of 14th Street after the Civil War. Building the Skyline also presents the first rigorous investigation of the causes of the building boom during the Roaring
Twenties. Contrary to conventional wisdom, the boom was largely a rational response to the economic growth of the nation and city. The last chapter investigates the value
of Manhattan Island and the relationship between skyscrapers and land prices. Finally, an Epilogue offers policy recommendations for a resilient and robust future skyline.
Traces the construction of the Empire State Building, which was completed in eleven months, and presents highlights from the notebooks of the firm that built it
Dwell
Why We Build
The Woolworth Building and the Making of Modern New York
Street-Level Architecture
Narrating the Global Financial Crisis
How Finance Built the New Chicago
Pragmatic Pluralism in Gilded Age Chicago, Silver Age Moscow, and Meiji Osaka

A groundbreaking history of architecture told through the relationship between buildings and energy The story of architecture is
the story of humanity. The buildings we live in, from the humblest pre-historic huts to today's skyscrapers, reveal our priorities
and ambitions, our family structures and power structures. And to an extent never explored until now, architecture has been shaped
in every era by our access to energy, from fire to farming to fossil fuels. In this ground-breaking history of world architecture,
Barnabas Calder takes us on a dazzling tour of some of the most astonishing buildings of the past fifteen thousand years, from
Uruk, via Ancient Rome and Victorian Liverpool, to China's booming megacities. He reveals how every building - from the Parthenon
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to the Great Mosque of Damascus to a typical Georgian house - was influenced by the energy available to its architects, and why
this matters. Today architecture consumes so much energy that 40% of the world's greenhouse gas emissions come from the
construction and running of buildings. If we are to avoid catastrophic climate change then now, more than ever, we need beautiful
but also intelligent architecture, and to retrofit - not demolish - the buildings we already have.
This PhD thesis addresses learning to design and to propose a theoretical framework that explains how design expertise is acquired
and why a highly developed sense of design is necessary to acquire design expertise. It looks at the topic from theoretical,
philosophical, psychological, historical, evolutionary and cognitive science points of view.
Building Types and Built Forms weaves two books together in alternating chapters: one about the history of building types, the
other about their geometry. The first book follows the histories of some common types of building: houses, hospitals, schools,
offices and prisons. Examples are drawn from the 19th and early 20th centuries in France, America and Britain, with the central
focus on London. They include the 'pavilion hospitals' associated with the name of Florence Nightingale, English Board and
Modernist schools of the 1920s and 30s, tall office buildings in Chicago and New York, Jeremy Bentham's Panopticon penitentiary,
and 'radial prisons' on the model of Cherry Hill and Pentonville. The second book takes these histories and uses them to explore
how the forms of these buildings are constrained by some of the basic functions of architecture: to provide daylight and
ventilation to the interior, to provide access to all rooms, or to allow occupants to see from one part of a building to another.
A new way of thinking about these 'worlds of geometrical possibility' is introduced, in which the forms of many buildings can be
catalogued and laid out systematically in 'morphospaces', or theoretical spaces of forms. As building types change over time, they
come to occupy different positions within the worlds of possible forms. Building Types and Built Forms is filled with over 400
illustrations, many drawn especially for the book. It offers a new theoretical approach, combined with a series of historical
accounts of building types, some well known, some less familiar. It should appeal to academics, practitioners, historians and
students of architecture.
Why are cities centers of power? A sociological analysis of urban politics In this brilliant, very original survey of the politics
and meanings of urban landscapes, leading sociologist Göran Therborn offers a tour of the world’s major capital cities, showing
how they have been shaped by national, popular, and global forces. Their stories begin with the emergence of various kinds of
nation-state, each with its own special capital city problematic. In turn, radical shifts of power have impacted on these cities’
development, in popular urban reforms or movements of protest and resistance; in the rise and fall of fascism and military
dictatorships; and the coming and going of Communism. Therborn also analyzes global moments of urban formation, of historical
globalized nationalism, as well as the cities of current global image capitalism and their variations of skyscraping, gating, and
displays of novelty. Through a global, historical lens, and with a thematic range extending from the mutations of modernist
architecture to the contemporary return of urban revolutions, Therborn questions received assumptions about the source,
manifestations, and reach of urban power, combining perspectives on politics, sociology, urban planning, architecture, and urban
iconography. He argues that, at a time when they seem to be moving apart, there is a strong link between the city and the nationstate, and that the current globalization of cities is largely driven by the global aspirations of politicians as well as those of
national and local capital. With its unique systematic overview, from Washington, D.C. and revolutionary Paris to the flamboyant
twenty- first-century capital Astana in Kazakhstan, its wealth of urban observations from all the populated continents, and its
sharp and multi-faceted analyses, Cities of Power forces us to rethink our urban future, as well as our historically shaped
present.
New York City, 1900-1940
Urban Imaginaries and the Politics of Myth
Feminist City
Visualising a Sacred City
Architectural Acoustics and the Culture of Listening in America, 1900-1933
Cities of Power
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Claiming Space in a Man-Made World
Technological choices give us ways to bridge the gap between the technical and the cultural, immersing one within the other. The immersion creates a platform for innovation. The techniques that
people generate through their use of technology exert pressure on technical refinement and enfold those refinements within culture. Technological choices define a world within which specific
alternatives of uses emerge, and they define a subject who chooses among those alternatives. In the making of the world through technology, we simultaneously enact great cultural change. In order for
architecture to remain relevant in the future and create a critique of the present it must operate within technology, developing technological practices and design methods that become intrinsic to
technology as opposed to applying it to a previously conceived design. The scope and significance of this is potentially enormous. Asset Architecture 3 attempts to illustrate some of the concepts,
directions, and practices that have taken on this challenge.
"Soules's excellent book makes sense of the capitalist forces we all feel but cannot always name... Icebergs, Zombies, and the Ultra Thin arms architects and the general public with an essential
understanding of how capitalism makes property. Required reading for those who think tomorrow can be different from today."— Jack Self, coeditor of Real Estates: Life Without Debt In Icebergs,
Zombies, and the Ultra Thin, Matthew Soules issues an indictment of how finance capitalism dramatically alters not only architectural forms but also the very nature of our cities and societies. We rarely
consider architecture to be an important factor in contemporary economic and political debates, yet sparsely occupied ultra-thin "pencil towers" develop in our cities, functioning as speculative wealth
storage for the superrich, and cavernous "iceberg" homes extend architectural assets many stories below street level. Meanwhile, communities around the globe are blighted by zombie and ghost
urbanism, marked by unoccupied neighborhoods and abandoned housing developments. Learn how the use of architecture as an investment tool has accelerated in recent years, heightening inequality
and contributing to worldwide financial instability: • See how investment imperatives shape what and how we build, changing the very structure of our communities • Delve into high-profile projects, like
the luxury apartments of architect Rafael Viñoly's 432 Park Avenue • Understand the convergence of technology, finance, and spirituality, which together are configuring the financialized walls within
which we eat, sleep, and work Includes dozens of photos and drawings of architectural phenomena that have changed the way we live. Essential reading for anyone interested in architecture, design,
economics, and understanding the way our world is formed.
William Blake famously imagined 'Jerusalem builded here' in London. But Blake was not the first or the last to visualise a shimmering new metropolis on the banks of the River Thames. For example, the
Romans erected a temple to Mithras in their ancient city of Londinium; medieval Londoners created Temple Church in memory of the Holy Sepulchre in which Jesus was buried; and Christopher Wren
reshaped the skyline of the entire city with his visionary dome and spires after the Great Fire of London in 1666. In the modern period, the fabric of London has been rewoven in the image of its many
immigrants from the Caribbean, South Asia, Eastern Europe and elsewhere. While previous books have examined literary depictions of the city, this is the first examination of the religious imaginary of
the metropolis through the prism of the visual arts. Adopting a broad multicultural and multi-faith perspective, and making space for practitioners as well as scholars, its topics range from ancient
archaeological remains and Victorian murals and cemeteries to contemporary documentaries and political cartoons.
C -- D -- E -- F -- G -- H -- I -- J -- K -- L -- M -- N -- O -- P -- R -- S -- T -- U -- V -- W -- X -- Y -- Z -- Illustration Credits
Medieval Style and Modernist Buildings
Form Follows Feeling
The Skyscraper and the City
Real Estate Law
Skyscraper Rivals
Form Follows Finance
Building Types and Built Forms

The history of how a deceptively ordinary piece of office furniture transformed our relationship with information The ubiquity of the filing cabinet in the twentieth-century office
space, along with its noticeable absence of style, has obscured its transformative role in the histories of both information technology and work. In the first in-depth history of this
neglected artifact, Craig Robertson explores how the filing cabinet profoundly shaped the way that information and data have been sorted, stored, retrieved, and used. Invented
in the 1890s, the filing cabinet was a result of the nineteenth-century faith in efficiency. Previously, paper records were arranged haphazardly: bound into books, stacked in piles,
curled into slots, or impaled on spindles. The filing cabinet organized loose papers in tabbed folders that could be sorted alphanumerically, radically changing how people
accessed, circulated, and structured information. Robertson’s unconventional history of the origins of the information age posits the filing cabinet as an information storage
container, an “automatic memory” machine that contributed to a new type of information labor privileging manual dexterity over mental deliberation. Gendered assumptions
about women’s nimble fingers helped to naturalize the changes that brought women into the workforce as low-level clerical workers. The filing cabinet emerges from this
unexpected account as a sophisticated piece of information technology and a site of gendered labor that with its folders, files, and tabs continues to shape how we interact with
information and data in today’s digital world.
Once the world’s tallest skyscraper, the Woolworth Building is noted for its striking but incongruous synthesis of Beaux-Arts architecture, fanciful Gothic ornamentation, and
audacious steel-framed engineering. Here, in the first history of this great urban landmark, Gail Fenske argues that its design serves as a compelling lens through which to view
the distinctive urban culture of Progressive-era New York. Fenske shows here that the building’s multiplicity of meanings reflected the cultural contradictions that defined New
York City’s modernity. For Frank Woolworth—founder of the famous five-and-dime store chain—the building served as a towering trademark, for advocates of the City Beautiful
movement it suggested a majestic hotel de ville, for technological enthusiasts it represented the boldest of experiments in vertical construction, and for tenants it provided an
evocative setting for high-style consumption. Tourists, meanwhile, experienced a spectacular sightseeing destination and avant-garde artists discovered a twentieth-century
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future. In emphasizing this faceted significance, Fenske illuminates the process of conceiving, financing, and constructing skyscrapers as well as the mass phenomena of
consumerism, marketing, news media, and urban spectatorship that surround them. As the representative example of the skyscraper as a “cathedral of commerce,” the
Woolworth Building remains a commanding presence in the skyline of lower Manhattan, and the generously illustrated Skyscraper and the City is a worthy testament to its
importance in American culture.
By 2050, two-thirds of the world’s population will live in cities. To thrive, they will need efficient and sustainable forms of transport, but to achieve this, the financial incentives
guiding urban transport operation must change – and change rapidly. Urban transport plays a critical role in determining the social, environmental and economic shape of cities.
Improving Urban Access: New Approaches to Funding Transport Investment provide innovative ideas on how we might reorganize transport finance to ensure that it is suited to
serving the social, environmental and economic principles that must guide future urban living. Continuing the work begun by its predecessor, Urban Access for the 21st Century,
the authors assess the complexity of implementing new finance approaches and suggest ways to make positive and radical changes. Although the range of revenue raising
options remain limited to users, indirect beneficiaries, and the general public, these can be recast to transform the way transport is paid for and therefore how its services are
delivered. New finance models only succeed when they are intrinsically linked to the economic, social, cultural and political forces that create urban life. Together these volumes
provide a starting point for the deeper research and policy design needed to successfully create urban transport finance systems that can address the challenges that 21st
century cities present.
Selected by Choice magazine as an Outstanding Academic Title for 2010 Nowhere in the world is there a greater concentration of significant skyscrapers than in New York City.
And though this iconographic American building style has roots in Chicago, New York is where it has grown into such a powerful reflection of American commerce and culture. In
Skyscraper: The Politics and Power of Building New York City in the Twentieth Century, Benjamin Flowers explores the role of culture and ideology in shaping the construction of
skyscrapers and the way wealth and power have operated to reshape the urban landscape. Flowers narrates this modern tale by closely examining the creation and reception of
three significant sites: the Empire State Building, the Seagram Building, and the World Trade Center. He demonstrates how architects and their clients employed a diverse range
of modernist styles to engage with and influence broader cultural themes in American society: immigration, the Cold War, and the rise of American global capitalism. Skyscraper
explores the various wider meanings associated with this architectural form as well as contemporary reactions to it across the critical spectrum. Employing a broad array of
archival sources, such as corporate records, architects' papers, newspaper ads, and political cartoons, Flowers examines the personal, political, cultural, and economic agendas
that motivate architects and their clients to build ever higher. He depicts the American saga of commerce, wealth, and power in the twentieth century through their most visible
symbol, the skyscraper.
The Birth and Growth of Manhattan's Skyscrapers
And How Austrian Economists Predicted Every Major Economic Crisis of the Last Century
Untimely Ruins
What Happens After They're Built
New Approaches to Funding Transport Investment
The Urban, The National, The Popular, The Global
The Vertical City
Showing the relevance of Hegel's arguments, this book discusses both original texts and their interpretations.
Each century has its own unique approach toward addressing the problem of high density and the 21st century is no exception. As cities try to cope with rapid
population growth - adding 2.5 billion dwellers by 2050 - and grapple with destructive sprawl, politicians, planners and architects have become increasingly
interested in the vertical city paradigm. Unfortunately, cities all over the world are grossly unprepared for integrating tall buildings, as these buildings may aggravate
multidimensional sustainability challenges resulting in a “vertical sprawl” that could have worse consequences than “horizontal” sprawl. By using extensive data
and numerous illustrations this book provides a comprehensive guide to the successful and sustainable integration of tall buildings into cities. A new crop of
skyscrapers that employ passive design strategies, green technologies, energy-saving systems and innovative renewable energy offers significant architectural
improvements. At the urban scale, the book argues that planners must integrate tall buildings with efficient mass transit, walkable neighbourhoods, cycling
networks, vibrant mixed-use activities, iconic transit stations, attractive plazas, well-landscaped streets, spacious parks and engaging public art. Particularly, it
proposes the Tall Building and Transit Oriented Development (TB-TOD) model as one of the sustainable options for large cities going forward. Building on the work
of leaders in the fields of ecological and sustainable design, this book will open readers’ eyes to a wider range of possibilities for utilizing green, resilient, smart,
and sustainable features in architecture and urban planning projects. The 20 chapters offer comprehensive reading for all those interested in the planning, design,
and construction of sustainable cities.
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Buildings have often been studies whole in space, but never before have they been studied whole in time. How Buildings Learn is a masterful new synthesis that
proposes that buildings adapt best when constantly refined and reshaped by their occupants, and that architects can mature from being artists of space to
becoming artists of time. From the connected farmhouses of New England to I.M. Pei's Media Lab, from "satisficing" to "form follows funding," from the evolution of
bungalows to the invention of Santa Fe Style, from Low Road military surplus buildings to a High Road English classic like Chatsworth—this is a far-ranging survey
of unexplored essential territory. More than any other human artifacts, buildings improve with time—if they're allowed to. How Buildings Learn shows how to work
with time rather than against it.
Unlike existing textbooks written for law students on specific subjects impacting real estate transactions, Real Estate Law: Fundamentals for The Development
Process uses "The Development Process" as a framework for understanding how the U.S. legal system regulates, facilitates, and generally impacts real estate
transactions and their outcomes. This book not only addresses the nature of specific legal issues directly relating to real estate transactions but also how those
issues may best be identified and addressed in advance. This book breaks down the myriad of laws influencing the selection, acquisition, development, financing,
ownership, and management of real estate, and presents them in context. Readers of Real Estate Law will gain a practical understanding, from the perspective of a
real property developer or real estate executive, investor, or lender, of: how to identify potential legal issues before they arise; when to involve a real estate attorney;
how to select an attorney with the appropriate, relevant experience; and how to efficiently and economically engage and manage legal counsel in addressing real
estate issues. Written as a graduate-level text book, Real Estate Law comes with numerous useful features including a glossary of terms, chapter summaries,
discussion questions, further reading, and a companion website with instructor resources. It is a resource of great value to real estate and finance professionals,
both with and without law degrees, engaged in one aspect or another of real estate development and finance, who want to become more conversant in the legal
issues impacting these transactions.
Roman Architecture
The Landscape of Modernity
The Acquisition of Design Expertise and the Function of Aesthesis in the Design Process
Supertall: How the World's Tallest Buildings Are Reshaping Our Cities and Our Lives
Skyscraper Gothic
An Archaeology of American Urban Modernity, 1819-1919
Skyscrapers and Skylines in New York and Chicago

Feminist City is an ongoing experiment in living differently, living better, and living more justly in an urban world. We live in the city of men. Our public spaces are not designed for female bodies. There is
little consideration for women as mothers, workers or carers. The urban streets often are a place of threats rather than community. Gentrification has made the everyday lives of women even more difficult.
What would a metropolis for working women look like? A city of friendships beyond Sex and the City. A transit system that accommodates mothers with strollers on the school run. A public space with enough
toilets. A place where women can walk without harassment. In Feminist City, through history, personal experience and popular culture Leslie Kern exposes what is hidden in plain sight: the social inequalities
built into our cities, homes, and neighborhoods. Kern offers an alternative vision of the feminist city. Taking on fear, motherhood, friendship, activism, and the joys and perils of being alone, Kern maps the
city from new vantage points, laying out an intersectional feminist approach to urban histories and proposes that the city is perhaps also our best hope for shaping a new urban future. It is time to dismantle
what we take for granted about cities and to ask how we can build more just, sustainable, and women-friendly cities together.
Using examples from architecture, film, literature, and the visual arts, this wide-ranging book examines the significance of New York City in the urban imaginary between 1890 and 1940. In particular,
Imagining New York City considers how and why certain city spaces-such as the skyline, the sidewalk, the slum, and the subway-have come to emblematize key aspects of the modern urban condition. In so
doing, Christoph Lindner also considers the ways in which cultural developments in the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries set the stage for more recent responses to a variety of urban challenges
facing the city, such as post-disaster recovery, the renewal of urban infrastructure, and the remaking of public space.
The Skyscraper Curse is Dr. Mark Thornton's definitive work on booms and busts, and it explains why only Austrian economists really understand them. It makes business cycle theory accessible to a whole
new 21st-century audience. And they need it, especially those under 40. Many of the brilliant quants working on Wall Street and at the Fed barely remember the Crash of 2008, much less understand it. But
Mark Thornton does, and his book is a warning about overheated equity markets, over-inflated housing prices, and clueless central bankers. Given the shaky stock markets lately, 2018 may be the year the
Fed’s latest bubble bursts. And when it does, it will be even more painful than 10 years ago. In fact, US household and business debt is now one trillion dollars higher than 2008. Mark is well known as an
expert on bubbles and Fed malfeasance. His work appears in outlets like Wall Street Journal, Bloomberg, Forbes, The Economist, Barron’s, and Investor’s Business Daily. His now-infamous Skyscraper Index
theory draws the connection between loose monetary policy, artificially low interest rates, and vanity construction projects. Put the three together and it doesn’t turn out well. And let’s not forget that Dr.
Thornton was among only a handful of economists to warn about the dangerous housing bubble in 2004, and again in 2006. Cabbies and waiters bought up condos with no money down in places like Las
Vegas. Prices rose 25 percent or more every year in some coastal markets. Even people with terrible credit financed houses at five or seven times their annual income. All of it was made possible by the Fed and
its mania for low interest rates. So when the experts said “Nobody could have seen this coming,” the Mises Institute had Mark’s articles and papers ready to go. The housing crash, and the meltdown in equity
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markets less than a year later, were thoroughly explained by Austrian business cycle theory. And Mark was the capable face of the Mises Institute during it all. Without a lay-friendly book like The
Skyscraper Curse, millions more Americans will be duped by the next crash. Dr. Thornton’s book tells the story that needs to be told. It will be among the only alternative explanations available when the next
crisis comes.
The global boom in skyscrapers—why it’s happening now, how they’re made, and what they do to cities and people. We are living in a new urban age, and its most tangible expression is the “supertall”:
megastructures that are dramatically bigger, higher, and more ambitious than any in history. Cities around the world are racing to build the first mile-high building, stretching the limits of engineering and
design as never before. In this fascinating work of urban history and design, TED resident Stefan Al—himself an experienced architect—explores the factors that have led to this worldwide boom. He reveals
the marvelous and underappreciated feats of engineering that make today’s supertalls a reality, from double-decker elevators that silently move up to 50 miles per hour to the sophisticated blend of polymers
and steel fibers that enables concrete to withstand 8,000 tons of pressure per square meter. Taking readers behind the scenes of the building and design of remarkable megastructures, both from the past (the
Empire State Building, St. Paul’s Cathedral, the Eiffel Tower) and the present (Dubai’s Burj Khalifa, London’s Shard, Shanghai Tower), Al demonstrates the impact of these innovations. Yet while the
supertall is undoubtedly a testament to great technological victories, it can come at an environmental and social cost. Focusing on four global cities—London, New York, Hong Kong, and Singapore—Al
examines the risks of wealth inequality, carbon emissions, and contagion that stem from supertalls. And he uncovers the latest innovations in sustainable building, from skyscrapers made of wood to treecovered buildings, that promise to yield a better urban future. Featuring more than thirty architectural drawings, Supertall is both a fascinating exploration of our greatest accomplishments and a powerful
argument for a more equitable way forward.
Cultural Histories
The Politics and Power of Building New York City in the Twentieth Century
Second Metropolis
The Metropolis of Tomorrow
Building the Empire State
The Soundscape of Modernity
American ruins have become increasingly prominent, whether in discussions of “urban blight” and home foreclosures, in commemorations of 9/11,
or in postapocalyptic movies. In this highly original book, Nick Yablon argues that the association between American cities and ruins dates
back to a much earlier period in the nation’s history. Recovering numerous scenes of urban desolation—from failed banks, abandoned towns, and
dilapidated tenements to the crumbling skyscrapers and bridges envisioned in science fiction and cartoons—Untimely Ruins challenges the myth
that ruins were absent or insignificant objects in nineteenth-century America. The first book to document an American cult of the ruin,
Untimely Ruins traces its deviations as well as derivations from European conventions. Unlike classical and Gothic ruins, which decayed
gracefully over centuries and inspired philosophical meditations about the fate of civilizations, America’s ruins were often “untimely,”
appearing unpredictably and disappearing before they could accrue an aura of age. As modern ruins of steel and iron, they stimulated critical
reflections about contemporary cities, and the unfamiliar kinds of experience they enabled. Unearthing evocative sources everywhere from the
archives of amateur photographers to the contents of time-capsules, Untimely Ruins exposes crucial debates about the economic, technological,
and cultural transformations known as urban modernity. The result is a fascinating cultural history that uncovers fresh perspectives on the
American city.
In this comprehensive, accessible and beautifully illustrated book, Frank Sear traces the evolution of Roman architecture during the four
centuries from the late Republic to AD 330, when Constantine moved the empire's capital to Constantinople. With over 200 diagrams, maps and
photos, this lucid and eminently readable account is a detailed overview of the development of architecture from Augustine to Constantine.
Covering building techniques and materials as well as architecture and patronage, features include: * deployment of the most recent
archaeological evidence * consideration of building materials and methods used by Roman engineers and architects * examination of stylistic
innovations * analysis of the historical and cultural contexts of Roman architecture * detailed exploration of key Roman sites including
Ostia and Pompeii. In high demand since its initial publication, this book will not disappoint in its purpose to educate and delight those in
the field of Roman architecture.
This book analyzes how the Global Financial Crisis is portrayed in contemporary popular culture, using examples from film, literature and
photography. In particular, the book explores why particular urban spaces, infrastructures and aesthetics – such as skyline shots in the
opening credits of financial crisis films – recur in contemporary crisis narratives. Why are cities and finance connected in the cultural
imaginary? Which ideologies do urban crisis imaginaries communicate? How do these imaginaries relate to the notion of crisis? To consider
these questions, the book reads crisis narratives through the lens of myth. It combines perspectives from cultural, media and communication
studies, anthropology, philosophy, geography and political economy to argue that the concept of myth can offer new and nuanced insights into
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the structure and politics of popular financial crisis imaginaries. In so doing, the book also asks if, how and under what conditions urban
crisis imaginaries open up or foreclose systematic and political understandings of the Global Financial Crisis as a symptom of the broader
process of financialization.
This book provides the tools to maintain and rebuild the interaction between architecture and public space. Despite the best intentions of
designers and planners, interactive frontages have dwindled over the past century in Europe and North America. This book demonstrates why
even our best intentions for interactive frontages are currently unable to turn a swelling tide of economic and technological evolution, land
consolidation, introversion, stratification, and contagious decline. It uses these lessons to offer concrete locational, programming, design,
and management strategies to maximize street-level interaction and trust between street-level architecture, its inhabitants, and the city.
This book demonstrates that designers, developers, planners, and managers ultimately have to create the right preconditions for inhabitants
and passersby to bring frontages to life. These preconditions connect architecture to its urban, social, economical, and technological
context. Only the right frontage in the right context, with the right design, the right inhabitation, and the right attitude to the city will
become part of the ecosystem of trust and interaction that supports public life. This book empowers the many participants in this ecosystem
to build, inhabit, and enjoy truly urbane architecture.
Literature, Urbanism, and the Visual Arts, 1890-1940
Skyscraper
Icebergs, Zombies, and the Ultra-Thin
Building the Skyline
Fundamentals for The Development Process
The AIG Building and the Architecture of Wall Street
Imagining New York City
In an era of brash, expensive, provocative new buildings, a prominent critic argues that emotions—such as hope, power, sex, and our changing relationship to the idea of home—are the most
powerful force behind architecture, yesterday and (especially) today. We are living in the most dramatic period in architectural history in more than half a century: a time when cityscapes are
being redrawn on a yearly basis, architects are testing the very idea of what a building is, and whole cities are being invented overnight in exotic locales or here in the United States. Now, in a
bold and wide-ranging new work, Rowan Moore—former director of the Architecture Foundation, now the architecture critic for The Observer—explores the reasons behind these changes in our
built environment, and how they in turn are changing the way we live in the world. Taking as his starting point dramatic examples such as the High Line in New York City and the outrageous
island experiment of Dubai, Moore then reaches far and wide: back in time to explore the Covent Garden brothels of eighteenth-century London and the fetishistic minimalism of Adolf Loos;
across the world to assess a software magnate’s grandiose mansion in Atlanta and Daniel Libeskind’s failed design for the World Trade Center site; and finally to the deeply naturalistic work
of Lina Bo Bardi, whom he celebrates as the most underrated architect of the modern era.
Publisher Description
Creating the modern city - Planning for New York City - Real estate values, zoning, density, intervention - Building the vertical city - Empire State Building - Going from home to work - Subways,
transit politics - Sweatshop migration - Identity - Little Italy's decline - Jewish neighbourhoods - Cities of light - Street lighting.
Millions of visitors flock to New York each year to witness the excitement of Wall Street, famous for its shoulder-to-shoulder Deco towers jostling for prominence above the canyon like streets.
Skyscraper Rivals is the first book to examine the architecture of Wall Street between the wars through an amazing array of contemporary and archival images and an informed discussion of
the financial, geographical, and historical forces that shaped this district. The book focuses on the AIG Building—once known as the Cities Service Building—and three other major towers in the
financial district, in their race to be the tallest, the most modern, and the most lavish. We meet the tycoons who paid for these structures, the architects who designed them, the workers who
labored in them, and the artists and photographers who portrayed them. The economics of skyscraper construction and the real-estate market of Wall Street are explained; also included are
illuminating details and anecdotes surrounding each building's history. An essay by Carol Willis, director of New York's Skyscraper Museum and author of Form Follows Finance, provides an
introduction.
Asset Architecture 3
Developing Expertise
A Sustainable Development Model
Architecture and Real Estate in Metropolitan America
London, Art and Religion
The American Skyscraper
Architecture and Capitalism in the 21st Century

This book explores how social fragmentation led to pluralistic public policies in Chicago, Moscow, and Osaka.
New York Deco profiles the architecture of the city during its most stylish and dazzling decades: the 1920s and early 1930s. New York City landmarks were born in this age the Chrysler Building, the Empire State Building, Rockefeller Center, and the Waldorf-Astoria - as well as dozens of lesser-known office buildings and apartment houses.
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Together, they make the skyline of New York what it is today. Richard Berenholtz's stunning photographs of the finest examples of New York City's art deco architecture are
accompanied by text from writers, artists, and personalities of the era, including F. Scott Fitzgerald, Dorothy Parker, Edna St. Vincent Millay, Ogden Nash, and Frank Lloyd
Wright, among others.
The metropolis of the future ̶ as perceived by architect Hugh Ferriss in 1929 ̶ was both generous and prophetic in vision. This illustrated essay on the modern city and its
future features 59 illustrations.
The definitive guide to management success for sole practitioners and leaders of small design firms Owning and operating a small architectural design firm can be challenging,
with tight project deadlines, on-the-fly meetings, rush proposals, and fluctuating workloads as part of the firm's day-to-day activities. To help small firm owners cope with the
chaos and prepare for the unexpected, here is The Architect's Guide to Small Firm Management, a no-nonsense guide to repurposing daily demands into workable, goaldirected solutions. Crucial topics such as self-aware leadership, people management, technology, financial health, scenario planning, sustainable practice, and future trends are
examined using real-life case studies and business model paradigms. This definitive text explores the whole system experience of a small firm practice to deliver organizational
strategies proven to keep a firm's creative mission on a steady, productive path. The Architect's Guide to Small Firm Management addresses how small firm owners can: Deal
effectively with unexpected circumstances and shifting work requirements Meet the demands of the marketplace while creating a satisfying workplace Set and achieve goals in
an environment of constant change This book is a must-have for those facing the often harsh reality of managing small design firms in a difficult and changing economy.
Entrepreneurial architects and designers will discover how to define their own personal and professional meanings of success, as well as how to refocus their business
approach to replace long, unrewarding hours with manageable, satisfying ones.
A Vertical History of Information
Hegel's Philosophy of Reality, Freedom, and God
How Buildings Learn
The Architect's Guide to Small Firm Management
Power and Desire in Architecture
The Skyscraper Curse
From Boom to Bubble
The economics of skyscraper construction and the real-estate market of Wall Street are explained; also included are illuminating details and anecdotes surrounding each
building's history. An essay by Carol Willis, director of New York's Skyscraper Museum, provides an introduction."--BOOK JACKET.
At Dwell, we're staging a minor revolution. We think that it's possible to live in a house or apartment by a bold modern architect, to own furniture and products that are
exceptionally well designed, and still be a regular human being. We think that good design is an integral part of real life. And that real life has been conspicuous by its
absence in most design and architecture magazines.
In contrast to standard histories that counterpose the design philosophies of the Chicago and New York "schools," Form Follows Finance shows how market formulas
produced characteristic forms in each city - "vernaculars of capitalism" - that resulted from local land-use patterns, municipal codes, and zoning. Refuting some common
cliches of skyscraper history such as the equation of big buildings with big business and the idea of a "corporate skyline," this book emphasizes the importance of speculative
development and the impact of real estate cycles on the forms of buildings.
How does a building boom happen? Who inflates a real-estate bubble and why? What causes companies to move from seemingly usable office space into new quarters only
blocks away? Rachel Weber digs into these questions and more in her detailed analysis of Chicago's downtown development during the "Millennial Boom" (1998-2008).
Weber shows what happens when the real estate industry, financial markets, and public planning all operate at warp speed to build new structures and destroy older ones.
She draws on years of interviews with real estate actors across the country, participant observation in a secretive sector, analyses of financial and development data, as well
as the history of the appraisal, brokerage, and real estate finance professions. As a result, Weber's book is an unprecedented historical, sociological, and geographic look at
how markets and urban change actually happen.
Architecture
Making Chaos Work for Your Small Firm
New York Deco
The Filing Cabinet
The Past, Present and Future of Interactive Frontages
Improving Urban Access
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